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Introduction 

What is smart lighting? The market is crowded with hundreds of products and brands with the tag 
line “Smart lighting” but how many of them are smart? There are many platforms, protocols and 
app’s all offering various features and benefits. Let’s drill down on the basic data to show each 
ability.

NOTE: The data on the previous chart shows selected information based on function. For more 
specific details such as wavebands & data rates ask your presenter.

Stitchy and its origin 

There is a massive number of “smart devices” crowding the market now and pushing the line they are 
the best. Let’s qualify what smart really means from M-Elec’s professional viewpoint.

1. It must work on all the major platforms (Apple Home Kit, Google home, Amazon Alexa) 
2. It must work with all generations and how they want to interact (Voice, App, conventional 

switch) 
3. It must be easy to commission for all electricians (ages, skills, backgrounds) 

If a product only works with google home and you get a new iPhone it becomes a frustration if you 
can’t now use Siri and must use only your old methods. Smart product should be smart enough to 
work across the main platforms easily.  

Smart products should work with young and old! If my parents walk into my house at night they are 
going to want to just turn a light switch on. When I go to sleep at night I want to be able to say to 
Alexa, “Goodnight” and for her to turn all the lights off and sometimes when I am away on holidays 
I might want to open my app up and turn a few lights on and off occasionally. Switch, App, Voice, all 
seamless! 

Finally, is the aspect of commissioning, it needs to be simple for you all to not only install but hand 
the account over to the client for them to use and control into the future. If this is not easy, you will 
not want to use it! 

Please see the comparison chart included in your book for understanding clearly what you can and 
cannot achieve with other systems. While we would love for you to always use Stitchy our goal is to 
ensure you use the best product for the type of job your working on or that your client needs.  
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What do I need to do prior to installation?

This is a critical moment, and this is the time when you need to spend the time and go over everything with your customer to confirm you are 
both on the same page.

Not doing this and just assuming nothing has changed could be costly, once people have a small idea they then take that do their own research 
and look-out world they have all these new and wonderful ideas which may change how you do things.

So now you have confirmed and yes luckily there were a few small changes but nothing to bad you can proceed as planned. Like with any 
project communication is the best tool you have in your tool belt.

Why are there variations and limitations in Stitchy units?

Simply put it’s virtually impossible to create a one-unit fits all, although Stitchy has come close. There is a need to have variations in products 
to ensure you meet the needs and circumstances of the various electrical needs from direct switching to dimming and LED Strip control to 
the extent of door, blind and pool control. The more variations available the more options you have and can offer your customer.

What we will cover
1. What do I need to do prior to installation?

2. What do I need to know, how do I move forward?

3. How to install Stitchy

4. Various wiring diagrams (x 6)

What do I need to know, how do I move forward?
This is an extremely important decision you are about to make, and it has to be an informed one to ensure business growth and profitability 
along with customer satisfaction.
So, let’s look at a few key points
1. 1.The Smart Home system I look at must have the following features
 a. Be flexible (I can do one room or the whole house)
 b. Be easy to commission and install
 c. Retain the overall look of the property
 d. Be suitable for all types of dwelling, domestic, commercial or industrial
 e. Be able to operate on all platforms
  i.Voice
 f. APP
 g. Switch
2. 2.The system must be economical and practical
3. 3.Must be simple and practical for the customer to program and operate
4. 4.Must operate on a secure platform

Must be able to integrate with other products.
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How do I work out what I need?
Now you have asked all the questions you can think off lets now move toward what I need. The first question you asked was:

Q1 What are your expectations of your smart home system?
ANS: We want to be able to control all of our lights, garage door, front door remotely as we travel a lot, we may wish to expand at a later date 
and we want to be able to make changes simply. So based on the above we need a system that is compatible with a combination of systems.

Q2 What are the main rooms you want to control in your home?
ANS: Now we know your customer wants to control:
 o All bedrooms (4)   All dimmers
 o Rumpus Dimmero Kitchen  Switch x 2
 o Living, meals    Dimmer x 1, Switch x 1
 o Formal lounge    Dimmer x 1
 o Rear deck and Garage   Switch x 3

Q3 Which of the above are just switches and which will have dimmers?
ANS: From the above we can see we require:
 o 7 x Dimmer Puck’s
 o 6 x Switch / Relay Puck’s

Q4 What type of Garage Door and Front door will you have?
ANS: Panel lift motorised garage door and centre pivot front door with a Samsung smart lock
 o So, we can see we need a garage door controller
 o We also need a system that integrates with Samsung smart lock

Q5 What are your preferred platforms for Voice and App
ANS: We like Amazon Alexa or Apple Home Kit
 o So, we now know we need the following:
 •  Philips Hue
 •  Amazon Alexa
 • Apple Home Pod or similar

So as you can see by asking the right questions we can get a clear picture of what our customer wants and expects out of their Smart Home 
project.

What do I need to do prior to installation?

This is a critical moment, and this is the time when you need to spend the time and go over everything with your customer to confirm you are 
both on the same page.

Not doing this and just assuming nothing has changed could be costly, once people have a small idea they then take that do their own research 
and look-out world they have all these new and wonderful ideas which may change how you do things.

So now you have confirmed and yes luckily there were a few small changes but nothing to bad you can proceed as planned.Like with any 
project communication is the best tool you have in your tool belt. Let’s get it installed!!!!

How to install Stitchy?
This is where a qualified electrician is required.
Stitchy should take less than 5 minutes per switch to install, regardless, if it is a switch or dimmer, a bank of switches or a single switch the 
installation process is the same.
  
Stitchy can be installed anywhere there is:
• An Active and Switch wire
• In some cases, a Neutral, if not no problem uses a Neutral Free unit

Stitchy can be installed on:
• Two-way switches
• Intermediate switching
• External sensors (eg: Clipsal Infrascan 750)-Controlling a contactor
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Stitchy – Standard Wiring

Stitchy – Neutral Free Wiring

Stitchy – Two Way Switch Wiring
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Stitchy – Clipsal Infrascan Wiring

Stitchy – Controlling A Contactor Wiring

Stitchy – Plug Pack Wiring
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Stitchy Connection Options

Alexa Echo/Dot/Show 
+ Philips Hue Bridge

Google Home/Nest 
+ Philips Hue Bridge

Alexa Echo Plus/ Show 10
(2nd Generation)
NO Philips Hue Bridge

Apple Home Pod
+ Philips Hue Bridge
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Stitchy BP 

AC 240V

LED Load

Stitchy BP
Dimmer

CONNECTION WITH HUE BRIDGE:
Short press 4 times within 5 seconds to connect the HUE link push. Continue in App to discover new lights. 

SETTING MINIMUM BRIGHTNESS LEVEL:
Adjust to required minimum brightness then short press 3 times within 5 seconds to save minimum level. LED will flash 3 times 
confirming settings are saved. 

RESETING TO FACTORY SETTINGS:
Short press 5 times within 5 seconds. LED will flash 3 times confirming reset.

BELL PRESS FUNCTIONALITY
Quick press on/off
Long press dim up/dim down

Stitchy 1 channel 

AC power
Hz
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Stitchy 5 channel 

AC power
Hz
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1. Philips Hue Bridge + Your Home Automation Device

Stitchy Connection options: 

You will need to purchase a Zigbee enabled hub or a voice control device with Zigbee built in (Zigbee operates as a mesh 
network and rather than each Zigbee-enabled device needing to connect to your home WiFi network, they communicate with 
a central hub instead. Zigbee is considered an alternative to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth for some applications including low-powered 
devices that don't require a lot of bandwidth)

1.  Zigbee enabled hub-   which allows connection of all Hue products and various home automation voice platforms. 
2.  Stitchy BP dimmer
3.  Stitchy 1 and 5 channel
4.  Zigbee built in device - allows direct connection to but is limited to only Alexa products
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2. Stitchy BP Dimmer

*Stitchy BP Dimmer will not fit Clipsal iconic switches
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3. Stitchy 1 & 5 channel
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4. Zigbee built in device

You will need the following: 

1. Internet modem or hub which has a vacant ethernet port
2. Philips Hue Bridge & a home automation device of your choice (Voice control)
 or an Amazon Alexa Echo Plus/Show 10 ONLY (Voice control)
 You can purchase these from multiple retail outlets or via the internet
3. 240V power to operate the Philips Hue & the home automation device of your choice
4. A tablet or phone for app control that you intend operating you Smart Home with (App control)
 You may wish to purchase a cheep tablet to mount on a wall in central location to operate your home)
5. Time…. don’t be rushed, give yourself time to think especially when it comes to naming rooms and lights

While this is the most direct method & the quickest way to connect up Stitchy, it does not allow for 
any Apple siri or Google home control and is ONLY available by using the Amazon Alexa Echo Plus 
or Show 10 (2nd generation) units which has Zigbee built in.  We suggest this is not the best method. 

!

Zigbee built in device such as Amaazon Alexa/ echo plus / show
*Stitchy BP Dimmer will not fit Clipsal iconic switches
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We’ve got you 
covered, protection 

for the product 
including labour & 

equipment

Become an 
accredited installer, 

get leads & grow 
your business

Exclusive deals & 
promotions, technical 

support, product 
feedback & more...

At M-World our goal is to not to just supply electricians with the best products but the best 
services as well. Be part of the electrical community today...

FREE ONLINE 
COURSES

FREE ONSITE
WARRANTY

MORE MEMBER 
BENEFITS

SERVICES SPECIFICALLY FOR SPARKIES
How can M-World help you?

Register for free mel.ec/mworld
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stitchy.com.au | 1300 222 445


